“It has always been my dream to see technology becoming an integral part of a teacher’s life inside the classrooms. The smartclass program implemented by Educomp in our schools has indeed been like a dream come true…”

Dr. (Mrs.) Y. G. Parthasarthy, Dean and Director, Padma Seshadri Group of Schools, Chennai

“We are really proud to be associated with Educomp. I think ever since we started the model class room concept with technology we haven’t looked back.”

- Padma Bhushan Dr. Mrs. Shayama Chona, Principal, DPS, R.K. Puram

“Lessons spring out of the textbooks & come alive. The students have been relieved of boredom & show a keen interest as the visual presentation is very effective”

- Ms Indira Williams, Principal, Baldwin Girls’ High School, Bangalore

“Smartclass is bringing in a digital revolution in classrooms. Teaching and learning has indeed become very interesting and effective.”

- Mr. S.C. Baveja, Principal, Bal Bharati Public School, Delhi

“The easy to learn and teacher friendly software drastically reduces the apprehensions on the teachers side in the use of technology in the classroom. The presence of the resource coordinator in the school has minimized the possibility of any daily hassles which may arise otherwise”

- Ms Poonnamma Mathew, Principal, Vidya Bhavan Public School, Indore

“The smartclass programme is very teacher friendly and an excellent tool for teachers to make abstract concepts clear to children in the classroom”

- Ms Lina, Principal, Fastiani L’Acade’mie Globale, Mumbai

“It enhances teacher effectiveness on productivity. The language is simple and lucid and easily learnt by pupils of all classes”

- Ms Nirmala Doraiswamy, Principal, Sri Sitaram Vidyalaya Matriculation Higher Secondary School, Chennai

“Not only have the academic standard gone up as a result of smartclass, but also the children get a lot of enthusiasm to participate in this interactive method of teaching.”

- Ms S Sen, Principal, Ballygunge Shiksha Sadan, Kolkata

Contact Us at: smartclass@educomp.com
Mobile: 9313304665
Teachers align relevant digital resources as per their time tables for use in smartclass™ rooms.

The teachers’ computers in all smartclass™ rooms are connected to a dedicated server installed in the Knowledge Centre through a campus-wide network. A powerful smartclass™ application engine allows teachers to view and map relevant digital content for their classroom sessions as per their time tables and syllabus.

Existing classrooms are converted into technology-enabled smart class™ rooms equipped with Interactive Digiboard Systems or smartclass™ Rolling Digiboard Systems with a PC connected to a dedicated smartclass™ Knowledge Centre inside the school campus.

Teachers use the digital resources such as animations, video clips and simulated models as a part of their 35-40 minute classroom period to teach the specific topics in smartclass™ rooms, enabling a multi-sensory learning experience for the students.

The vast repository of curriculum-based digital content developed and aggregated by Educomp is made available to teachers for use in smartclass™ rooms. The digital content is present in a Teacher-led format and is mapped to the curriculum.

A unique assessment tool SAS (Smart Assessment System) is provided in the class room for teachers to make instant formative assessment in every session. Students answer the test with a powerful hand-held remote device.

How smartclass™ works

Existing classrooms are converted into technology-enabled smart class™ rooms equipped with Interactive Digiboard Systems or smartclass™ Rolling Digiboard Systems with a PC connected to a dedicated smartclass™ Knowledge Centre inside the school campus.

The teachers’ computers in all smartclass™ rooms are connected to a dedicated server installed in the Knowledge Centre through a campus-wide network. A powerful smartclass™ application engine allows teachers to view and map relevant digital content for their classroom sessions as per their time tables and syllabus.

Teachers use the digital resources such as animations, video clips and simulated models as a part of their 35-40 minute classroom period to teach the specific topics in smartclass™ rooms, enabling a multi-sensory learning experience for the students.

The vast repository of curriculum-based digital content developed and aggregated by Educomp is made available to teachers for use in smartclass™ rooms. The digital content is present in a Teacher-led format and is mapped to the curriculum.

A unique assessment tool SAS (Smart Assessment System) is provided in the class room for teachers to make instant formative assessment in every session. Students answer the test with a powerful hand-held remote device.

Edupomp curriculum research centre develops and aggregates digital resources mapped to school syllabus.

Educomp Curriculum Research Centre (CRC)

Powered by the world’s largest repository of digital content based on Indian schools’ curriculum

smartclass™ digital initiative for schools that:

- Improves teachers’ effectiveness and productivity.
- Brings abstract and difficult curriculum concepts to life.
- Makes learning an enjoyable experience for students.
- Enables multi-sensory learning in classrooms.
- Improves academic performance of students.
- Enables instant formative assessment of learning outcomes in class.

What is smartclass™

The smartclass™ program is implemented in schools by Educomp completely on a turnkey basis for a nominal fee paid by schools on a per student per month basis for an agreed contract duration.